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WATER CHALLENGE 

What if you could prevent water pollution, so you can have a nice swim during a hot summer day? 

What if you could predict your house being flooded, so you can take measures to prevent this? Does 

this seem far-fetched? It is not. Most of the data to be able to do this is readily available, however 

most people are not aware and the data is sometimes difficult to understand.  

This is the point where you come in. Take on the #WaterChallenge and make this important water 

data accessible for everyone. This is formulated into the main question: 

Come up with ways to visualise the data of the SCOREwater project, plus enrich it with external 
data sources, to make it interesting and useful for citizens.  

 
*The list of open data-sources will be provided on March 1, the start of the Water\challenge, but you are allowed 
to use other data sources as well.  
** This challenge accessible for anyone, as long as you are able to visualise your idea. New ideas and existing 
ideas are eligible for participation. Terms and conditions can be found below. 

 
THE CHALLENGE EXPLAINED 

 
0. Before you start you have to register your team (4 persons max), or participate on your own. 

1. Work on your innovative idea to make sense of the water data. 

2. Present your work digitally in front of an expert jury. 

3. Win an all-inclusive trip to one of the SCOREwater cities (Amersfoort, Barcelona, Göteborg) 

to present your idea and talk about possible follow ups. 

CONTEXT 
 
This challenge is connected to the EU-funded (Horizon 2020) research and innovation project 

SCOREwater. It focusses on enhancing the resilience of cities against climate change and urbanisation 

by enabling a water smart society. The project develops smart (sensor based) solutions in three 

different cities, Amersfoort (Netherlands), Barcelona (Spain) and Göteborg (Sweden). The 

overarching vision is to link the physical and digital world for city water management solutions.  

A lot of data has been gathered within this project and to make the most of all this data we set up 
this challenge. The project data contains or example: data on water quality at construction sites; soil 
moisture levels in the city; chemical composition of what is being flushed down the toilet. These data 
are useful for organisations and municipalities involved in the project, however it is still unreadable 
for the average citizen.  

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

PARTICIPATION 
a) Who can participate? 

Participation in the SCOREwater WaterChallenge is open to all: startups, university students, 
researchers, professionals, citizens and associations.  As long as you are from an European 
Union country or live in the UK, Iceland, Norway or Switzerland. 
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b) Excluded from participation 
Excluded from participation are: the jury and their families, SCOREwater project members 
and their families, everyone below the age of 18 years.  

c) Methods of participation 
One can join this challenge as an individual or as a team of maximum 4. In any case you need 
to supply the organizer with the following details when registering for the challenge: 

• Name of the team 

• First name, last name of each individual member of the team 

• An email address of the contact person  (used for all communication about the 
challenge)  

• Description of the distinctive competencies of the individual participants in the 
group. 

d) How to apply? 
To participate in the WaterChallenge, you need to apply through the registration form made 
available on the website. Please read this document, containing the terms and conditions, 
before applying. Note: if you participate as a team one team member (who will also be the 
contact person) will need to fill out the application form. 

e) How much time do I need to reserve for this challenge? 
There is a time window of one month to work on your product and to hand it in. Within this 
month, you can take as long as you like.  

 
TIMEFRAME 

f) When will the challenge take place? 
The challenge will take place during the month March, 2022. This means that on March 1 all 
participants who registered for the WaterChallenge will receive detailed instructions, a PDF 
containing the access information to the datasets that need to be used. The deadline of 
handing in your contribution is March 31, 2022.  

g) Cancellation or Change of Dates  
In the event of extraordinary events or other circumstances that make it necessary, the 
promoter may cancel the Water Challenge or move it to another date.  

 
CONTRIBUTION 

h) Language used 
The official language of the challenges is English. Contributions written in another language 
will not be judged.  

i) How should your contribution look like? 
We are expecting that you answer the main question through a so-called ‘paper prototype’. 
This means that we don’t expect you to create a full app, website, or fully worked out 
solution (although the more effort you put into it, the higher that chance you win). Paper 
prototyping comes from the design world, and it is the process where a team creates a 
‘paper’ representation of a digital product. The conditions it must meet are: 

• The prototype should be well described, and exported to PDF. 

• It should be clear how SCOREwater data is integrated in the prototype. 

• It should be clear how external data to the SCOREwater project (other open data) is 
integrated in the prototype. 

• The target audience of the prototype you are building are citizens. 
Optional criteria that will give you bonus points 

• You took the paper prototype to the next step and already bult a working proof of 
concept (app, website, etc.) 

j) Intellectual property 
Each team member is committed to:  
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• respect all intellectual property rights of third-party creations used.  

• indemnify the promoter and partners in the event of disputes, including legal 
disputes, with third parties or partners.  

• Each participant as a person guarantees that the final product has not been edited or 
sold and that it is an original work of which team members are the authors and that 
it does not violate intellectual property rights or other rights of any third party.  

• Each participant as a person also declares that he/she has all the rights necessary to 
comply with the Regulation.  

• Any violation of the above will ensure disqualification. 
k) How to submit your contribution? 

Your contribution can be submitted through the link supplied on the website between 1-31 
March 2022. 

l) What will the SCOREwater project do with the results? 
The data gathered within SCOREwater can be quite complicated and visualisations can help 
to make citizens more aware and engage them with the themes of SCOREwater. The results 
of the WaterChallenge will i) be used in communication of the project and ii) used as input 
for future challenges on the level of the individual cities. 

m) Personal data and Image Rights  
The promoter and its members are authorised to disseminate the names of the winners, the 
name of the project, its purpose and description, together with extracts or images of the final 
product. Each team member agrees that the promoters and their members will photograph 
or film him/her and disseminate to the public images that may include his/her person 

 
JUDGING 

n) Jury 
The contributions will be judged by a jury consisting of members of the SCOREwater project. 
Regarding the jury decisions:  

• The jury has the final say if a proposal qualifies or not. 

• In the case there are no qualified or good enough proposals, the jury will decide to 
have no winners.  

• In the case the jury decides there are no winners, the promotor has the right to not 
to give out the price 

• All decisions of the jury shall be final, and no correspondence will be entered into 
regarding its decisions. 

o) Winners  
Based on the jury reports 3 teams (and/ or individual contributors) will be invited to present 
their prototype in a digital meeting. After the presentation the jury will decide who gets the 
all-inclusive trip to the next non-digital SCOREwater consortium meeting in one of the three 
project cities (Amersfoort, Barcelona, Göteborg), to present their idea and to talk about 
possible follow ups.  

 
OTHER 

p) Right of Disqualification and Exclusion  
The promoter reserves the right to disqualify anyone who does not comply with the rules, 
materials made available to him/her, and the premises of the WaterChallenge. 

q) Other Provisions 
The participant acknowledges that he/she has been informed that he/she will be held solely 
responsible for any inaccuracies contained in the registration format he/she has completed 
or for any failure to comply with the obligations contained in the regulations. 


